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Taylor Power Systems, Inc. Welcomes Pioneer Critical Power to Dealer Network 

CLINTON, Miss., August 7, 2017 -- Taylor Power Systems, Inc. a manufacturer of diesel, natural gas & LP 
generators for standby, prime, mobile, and agricultural applications, announced today Pioneer Power 
Solutions, Inc. (Nasdaq: PPSI) (“Pioneer Critical Power”) is now part of their dealer network. Taylor offers a 
complete line of engine generators, ranging from 9 kW to 2,000 kW of output, designed for a broad spectrum 
of market segments. Pioneer Critical Power will be representing the Taylor line of generators in eight 
different states.  

Nathan Mazurek, Pioneer's Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, said, “Working with a leading generator 
manufacturer such as Taylor Power will enable us to provide top-of-the-line generators to expand our 
addressable market significantly and more directly address opportunities to grow our higher-margin service 
business.” 

Taylor Power diesel generator sets range from 9 kW to 2,000 kW, feature low operating costs, and provide 
convenient, reliable, and EPA compliant power for a variety of standby and prime power applications. All 
units utilize state-of-the-art engine and AC alternators to exceed any application, with a standard two-year 
warranty. Taylor combines common controller platforms for ease of use for any application needs. The 
natural gas generator sets range from 25 kW to 450 kW and deliver clean, best-in-class power for standby or 
prime applications. Both product lines are designed and manufactured to operate in a multitude of 
environments and meet the most current EPA standards to provide users an efficient and innovative power 
solution. 

Craft Tyler, Taylor Power Systems Inc. General Sales Manager, said, “We are excited to have Pioneer 
Critical Power as a signed dealer and confident they will perform to the next level with the amount of 
experience and knowledge the Pioneer Critical Power team offers. 

About Taylor Power Systems 

Taylor Power Systems Inc. is a premier, made in USA generator manufacturer, with a name synonymous 
with dependability. Taylor designs, engineers, manufactures, and services generators for the oil & gas, 
industrial, commercial, health care, telecommunications, municipal, and agricultural standby or prime power 
markets. For over 31 years Taylor Power Systems has established a solid reputation for quality, innovation & 
service. Taylor’s quality control process includes an exhaustive testing procedure to ensure that their 
generators exceed customers’ expectations. For backup emergency power or planned power projects, their 
simple, user friendly systems make Taylor Power Systems the right choice for your complete generator 
solution. 
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About Pioneer Power Solutions, Inc.  

Pioneer Power Solutions, Inc. manufactures, sells, and services a broad range of specialty electrical 
transmission, distribution and on-site power generation equipment for applications in the utility, industrial, 
commercial and backup power markets. The Company's principal products and services include custom-
engineered electrical transformers, low and medium voltage switchgear and engine-generator sets and 
controls, complemented by a national field-service organization to maintain and repair power generation 
assets. Pioneer is headquartered in Fort Lee, New Jersey and operates from 12 additional locations in the 
U.S., Canada and Mexico for manufacturing, centralized distribution, engineering, sales, service and 
administration. To learn more about Pioneer, please visit their website at www.pioneerpowersolutions.com. 

For more information about Taylor Power products and services, visit us at www.taylorpower.com or call 
1-800-367-7639. Taylor Power Systems – Your Complete Generator Solution! 
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